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Part One - Discover how to value and transform your 

unique energy signature 

By Louisa Tanner Munson 

 

 

“Maybe the journey 

isn’t so much about 

becoming anything. 

Maybe it’s about un-

becoming everything 

that isn’t really you, so 

you can be who you 

were meant to be in 

the first place”Author unknown  
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This is the intellectual property of Louisa Tanner Munson and all information shared by Louisa 

Tanner Munson in all astrological readings supplied, whether informally or commercially, should be 

seen only as educational information. It is not in any way intended as a contractual or legal 

agreement and should not be seen as a guarantee of any outcome or result. 

 

That said, people throughout the ages have found great comfort, insight and power within the 

framework and suggestions of astrology, and it is in this spirit that Louisa’s work is offered. It is 

offered to you with respect, positivity and Love… 
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About The Author 

 
In the interests of transparency and authenticity, let me declare first of all that the author is also my 
wife, and mother to our young son, Digby. A role she seamlessly combines with her profound and 
life-changing work in transformational astrology. 
 
 
She, of course, assessed the suitability of the 'time, date and place' of our first date, which went 
well, despite her whole family being present; perhaps that auspicious day signified family matters in 
the first (public) house, but she's the astrologer, not me. As a practical chap, I can say that that date 
selection was good, as she came to stay for the weekend and never went home! 
  
 
Not long after, she chose our wedding date. Again, a great choice, as we had a truly fantastic day, 
and are still together, nearly a whole year later (-: 
 
  
Clearly, my Louisa lives and breathes astrology, making it work in her life and the lives of those who 
come into her orbit. But she's not just an 'astrologer'. Astrology, like a spade, gun or spirit level, is a 
tool. One to be used, hopefully for the best of all, and like all tools, relies hugely on the person in 
whose hands it rests. 
  
 
The hands, and mind, of Louisa Tanner Munson are infused with natural intuitive ability as well as 
the many individual and corporate development skills she's picked up over the years that reflect her 
passion for personal and planetary transformation. With her, you get 'Astrology Plus'. 
  
 
Enjoy this book and use its insights in your life. If you're familiar with Louisa's work, you'll find this an 
inspiring evolution of the approach you've come to know and find useful. If you're new to her work, 
open your heart and mind, and let its gifts raise you up...  
 
In the words of Carl Munson, The Barefoot Broadcaster 
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Energetic Potential - Use It Before It Uses You! 

 

Your birthchart is a map of the heavens made from the moment you were born. It is based on the 

time, place and date of your birth. It is like a snapshot of your cosmic coding, your energetic 

potentials and tendencies. 

 

When we grow up and feel safe to express our energetic tendencies, we tend to feel fulfilled, free, 

happy and healthy. The problems begin when our expression of unique potential gets controlled, 

and judged. 

 

For most children, their first role models are their parents, followed by close family members, 

teachers, doctors and other related authority figures. Whilst many of their recommendations to the 

evolving ego of the child they are entrusted to, are based in love and good expectations for them, if 

the caregivers are themselves thwarted in their own energetic expressions, this will be passed on 

reliably to the child. Very few children grow up free to express their energetic potentials, and where 

their unique energetic makeup is held back, tensions, guilt, angers and resentments begin to 

crystallize and grow into their mind body system.  

 

In my experience of working with individuals, most fall into the category of being partly expressed. 

Often we are encouraged to express ourselves in a socially conservative way (to be reliable, likeable 

and hardworking, for example), whilst the more daring, risky and colourful tendencies in a person’s 

makeup have been largely controlled. 
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I teach, encourage and coach individuals to understand their energetic and cosmic potentials. When 

they learn to express their birth right potential, clients report feeling freer, more useful and 

cooperative. They begin to move forward in their chosen direction with grace and ease. 

 

So how do we know if we are expressing our potential in the most aligned way for our greatest 

potential? Let’s explore how you might currently be expressing yourself in relation to personal 

success 

 

1) Self-Talk / what’s your listening? 

When you think about your own personal successes, what do you say to yourself? What do you 

imagine hearing others say about your personal success? 

 

2) How do I feel? 

Think about how you currently express yourself in relation to the idea of personal success. How does 

it make you feel? Do your feelings, move you closer to being personally successful or do they move 

you away from achieving success? 

 

3) Fear versus Love 

What fears do you have in becoming personally successful? What do you love about being personally 

successful or thinking about it? 

 

 

By considering your own expression to personal success, you will understand if your energetic 

potential is moving you forwards or backwards. If you are moving away from personal success, it is 

usually because there is a fear attached to what that would mean to you. Maybe your primary 

caregiver raised you to believe that it was dangerous to succeed, or that success was another word 

for vanity? 

If your answers move you closer to achieving personal success, the chances are you are expressing 

your potential from a place of high regard and love. To express yourself makes you feel more 

connected, more appreciated and fulfilled. 

If your answers move you away from achieving personal success, you’ll find a range of strategies to 

prevent you from succeeding in life (ranging from self-sabotage, to blaming others, to creating 

dramas in other areas of your life). There are many ways to thwart yourself!  
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How do you express your energetic potentials across your whole life? 

 

An astrologer can see the energetic patterns in your potentials when they look at your birthchart. No 

doubt you’ll already be aware of your energetic potentials, because when you work in your 

potential, it feels good to be you. 

 

At various times during your lifetime, there will be situations occurring to challenge your faith in who 

you are. These transit times can be mapped astrologically by the position of the current planets in 

relation to the position of the planets at the time of your birth. Each different type of transit can 

create a build-up of opportunity or energy that needs to be assimilated, expressed or released. With 

each of the build ups is an opportunity to learn, share and grow. The dangerous and difficult times 

for people are when we don’t recognise the learning available, and turn a blind eye to personal 

evolution.  Life is a continuous journey, a momentum and forward movement. When we stop 

moving (or try to hold everything in place), we go against life. One definition of Death would be the 

absence of movement and progression.  By sticking to what we know, when life offers us learning, 

we are slowly making ourselves ill.  

 

The reason for writing this free e-book at this time, is because the current astrological patterns are 

primed to transform planet Earth and all who reside here. The patterns carry great personal 

responsibility for everyone. This is a time of awakening and upliftment for humanity. It is not all bad 

news of doom and gloom. In fact, for those individuals who have already worked with the energy of 

the Grand Cardinal Square and the Grand Water Trine, this is a time of accomplishment, deep 

personal joy and immense creativity. 

 

So this e-book is a guide to assist you to become in the habit of understanding and expressing your 

energetic potential (as represented by your birthcharts). As you become used to expressing your 

potentials in all areas of your life, you will begin to eliminate tensions, resentments and guilt in being 

yourself. Life continues to flow from opportunity to opportunity. You begin to notice dis-ease 

(feelings of discomfort) more frequently when you go against your intuition. Whenever you 

experience a disconnect or dis-ease, you have simply gone off course momentarily. The more you 

understand this, the easier it is to get back on track and ‘into flow’ (a state of ease, peace, 

motivation and energy). 
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So, back to our first consideration….why is it important to use energy before it uses you? When you 

use and engage in your energetic potentials, you feel great. When you don’t make use of your 

energetic potentials, the energy turns in on itself in a self-destructive way.  

USE IT BEFORE IT USES YOU!  

Example 1 - Visual Creativity  

 

When a visually creative person feels free and appreciated to create beautiful paintings, sculptures, 

moving images or in fact anything visually stimulating they will:- 

 

 Create something from their heart 

 Find that the more they create, that more inspiration comes to them to create more 

 Feel at ease, relaxed and excited 

 Often they create for the sake of creation (not because they have to) 

 Take pride in how they look – and delight in self-nurturing 

 

When a visually creative person doesn’t feel free to express themselves they will:- 

 

 Start to create something that they cannot finish (a sure sign of mixed emotions in self-

expression) 

 Feel a sudden, inexplicable change in heart towards their piece (What if no-one likes it?) 

 Doubt themselves 

 Begin to conjure images in their head of being rejected and unappreciated. These feelings 

will evolve into feeling unsafe 

 Begin to feel discomfort or dis-ease  

 Stop delighting in looking good for themselves 
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The Current Astrological Energies, What Are They 

Asking?  

 

We are currently in a time of EXPANSION as a human collective. You only have to look at the news in 

the media (and speak to people on a day to day basis) to realise that planet Earth is being cooked 

right now. As if we’ve all been added to a master menu, and are being mixed into the collective to 

see what changes we make to the collective taste. Right now, each and every one of us is being 

called to rise up, smarten up and to have the most palatable flavour known to man.  

 

 “Only those people that can flavour 

synergistically with others are finding life 

flows with amazing ease. People whose 

personal flavour is tied up, held back and 

going stale are finding it hard to keep up 

with the bigger changes in Earth’s great 

kitchen” 

 

What is becoming apparent to many people at this moment in time is that not only do our personal 

flavours get better when they are free to be expressed and when they are being put to good use. 

Moreover, when our unique flavours are blended with the flavours of others, something exquisite 

occurs. A new flavour. Dynamic, Inspired. Enlightening. 

 

The astrological energies of this moment are here to raise you up, to enlighten you, to encourage 

cooperation, love and co-creation! Let’s look specifically at these influences and how you can use 

them:- 

 

1. The Grand Cardinal Cross (Featuring Uranus, Jupiter, Mars and Pluto) 

2. The Grand Water Trine (Featuring Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune and Chiron) 

3. The Solar Eclipse  
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The Grand Cardinal Cross, Am I Good Enough? 

 

The overall message of the Grand Cardinal Cross is to see, feel and instinctively understand where 

barriers, judgements and aggressions have caused us greater separation. In this, many people have 

directly noticed the link between their growing disconnect with each other and a worsening of 

health, self-esteem and freedom to act. 

 

It may initially seem that looking out for number one is the logical thing to do. We have been 

brainwashed from an early age that there isn’t enough to go around. The scarcity program is so 

compelling that people have been pitted against each other for the whole of their lives. Separation 

in education, work and social standing has made it easier to judge others as less worthy and less 

deserving. This makes it easier for people to take from another person, or to make decisions that 

indirectly harm another. 

 

 “For a seed to achieve its greatest expression, it must 

come completely undone.  The shell cracks, its insides 

come out and everything changes. To someone who 

doesn’t understand growth, it would look like complete 

destruction” - Cynthia Occelli 

 

The tension and realisation occurring to people at this time in human history is that all is not what it 

seems. There is a growing collective of people working to help each other. A movement of idea 

sharing, collaboration and paying it forward. The more people have seen the beauty in each other, 

the easier it has been to question our initial premise of competition. People are now deeply 

questioning the structures that have held their personalities in place. And if they are not true, then 

how do we correct the imbalance and get back to a place of freedom, ease and fulfilment? 

 

Do You Have A Scarcity Programme? 

 

Anywhere where there is a scarcity programme in in your life, you will be running from a script of 

having to do more, having to work harder, having to be more and of not being good enough. Here’s 

my question to you – what if you were always good enough? 
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In the rising energy of the Grand Cardinal Cross, humanity is considering the impact of scarcity, fear 

and having been pitted against each other. Many are now realising that they are happier, in their 

own power and more productive without a scarcity programme in place. As with all great changes in 

consciousness, it gets harder before it gets easier.  

 

For those who have been working with the energy of questioning conventions, beliefs and 

judgements. For those who have embraced change and challenge, the Grand Cardinal Cross has 

assisted them to move forward fast! Those who have not worked with this potent energy have felt 

denied, restricted and powerless. 
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The Grand Water Trine, You Are Good Enough 

 

Aaaaaaahhhhhh, A Grand Water Trine - ease, comfort and nurturing. Or so you might think. But 

what if you are not ready to receive the healing bliss that a grand water trine can bring you? Where 

does that feminine, healing and loving energy flow to?  

 

“It is as if the cosmic tap has been left on 

at planet Earth’s house. The rooms of the 

mind have been filling up and all the old 

memories, beliefs, and feelings have 

come floating up, from the unconscious 

and are all bobbing around, crashing into 

one another and leaving us swimming in 

emotions. Grab an oar, paddle through it 

and as you go with the flow, you can 

leave it behind!” 

 

As per my little scenario above, many of us in the past year has seen our past hurts, insecurities and 

memories come up for re-assessment. This is all part of the Grand Water Trine Healing Master Plan. 

Where it creates discomfort and people have not worked with the energies, people have been 

getting depressed, feeling foggy in their heads, taking mind altering substances and doing ANYTHING 

to forget. This is a time of collective numbing and disassociation. In keeping with the influx of 

emotional energy on planet Earth right now, there has also been confusion, uncertainty and fear. 

 

Those who have worked with the collective water energy, have learnt to flow with their decisions, 

not be so attached to outcomes and to find faith in themselves, love and the power of humanity. As 

the positive flow of this energy is realised, many people have awoken to the fact that they have 

always been good enough, and that they are love.  
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The Solar Eclipse, Pulling A Rabbit Out Of The Hat 

 

The Solar Eclipse energy is similar to that of a New Moon.  In the darkness of both, we are given a 

blank slate to start fresh from. The darkness represents an eternity to me of everything and nothing.  

You believe that there is nothing in the darkness, and yet sense it’s fullness as if every single 

potential exists simultaneously. Doing intention work at the time of the darkness is like plugging 

yourself in to the infinite. Like pulling a cherished rabbit from your magician’s hat.  

 

The elements involved in working with the infinite energy potential of the Solar Eclipse (and also 

every New Moon) 

 

 There is you (the magician and master manifestor) 

 The darkness (Your magician’s hat of infinite potential) 

 Your goals (the rabbit you’d like to pull out of your hat) 

 The pull (the energy of your desire to pull the rabbit out of your hat) 

 

In this scenario, you can change yourself, your goals and the pull of your energy. You can’t change 

the Solar Eclipse or New Moon from occurring though. So to my mind, it is important to use your 

psychic and emotional energy to its best use. It is also important to be in the best shape at the time 

of the Solar Eclipse. Be prepared, feel light and feel like ‘your goals’ have already been granted. 

 

If you don’t actively use the energy of the Solar Eclipse darkness, you might find that whatever 

unconscious goals you align to at the time, you pull towards yourself. The question is, if you’re not 

actively engaged in positively creating your future, where does your mind wander to? 

 

If, like most other people, you are prone to worry, fear scenarios, doubting yourself in the secrecy of 

your head, then you may want to refocus your mind for the time of the Solar Eclipse. You wouldn’t 

want your worries to be accidentally pulled towards you now, would you? Remember ‘Use it or it 

uses you’. Use the energy of the Solar Eclipse. 

 

Of course, you don’t need to use the Solar Eclipse energy to manifest your wildest dreams. In light of 

the Grand Cardinal Cross and the Grand Water Trine, you could concentrate on using all your 

learning from these two events and feel it assimilated into your mind / body system at the time of 

the Solar Eclipse. The choice, is of course always your own.  
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How To Use The Energy Of The Solar Eclipse 

 

During the Solar Eclipse the Moon passes in between the Sun and Earth which in turn blocks the 

sunlight from reaching the Earth. During this time, the Sun appears to get eaten away, until it 

disappears, and then re-emerges and returns to view. The eclipse that is occurring on the 29th April 

will last for approximately 5 hours during which time, the full eclipse can be observed for a total of 

18 minutes. 

 

Metaphysically, I see the eclipsed Sun to represent the journey of an individual towards authenticity, 

responsibility and self-actualisation. The Sun represents our personality, ego and adult self. The 

combination of Intention work and a Solar Eclipse is powerful. It connects you into the rhythm of the 

new moon cycle, and great steps forward can be taken each month. You might find (as I have several 

times) that the realisation of your greatest good actually occurs from New Moon to New Moon.  

 

People have used the phases of the moon to attract and release tensions, ideas and goals into the 

ether for centuries. I always combine intention work with a meditation at the time of a Full or New 

Moon, and at the time of an eclipse you can bet your life that I do even more groundwork before the 

big event. The Solar Eclipse is like a New Moon and as such carries with it the signature of new 

beginnings. You can expect your delicate new beginnings to create profound new opportunities.  

 

Preparing For The Solar Eclipse 

 

Monday, 29th April 2014 – Maximum Eclipse between 06.57am and 07.15am, UK time 

 

1. Get clear about the direction you would like to move forward in and why you think that 

would serve your greatest good 

2. Keep your intention work personal to yourself. How can you truly know that what you 

intend for another is in fact in line with their highest good? 

3. Set specific ideas about the outcomes you would be delighted by, but always add ‘..or 

something even better suited for me that I am currently unaware of…’ I’m a firm believer 

that when you work with intentions, our greatest enemy is our own lack of creativity and 

vision. I always add ‘or something better’, and more often than not, the outcomes that I 

have enjoyed have far exceeded what I thought was even possible. 

4. If your intention is for one specific outcome, break it into a clear step by step timeline of 

how it might occur 
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5. If you intention is for a series of surprises and wishes to be fulfilled. It is useful to realise how 

they might be linked in to each other, or how by experiencing one change, all things could be 

made possible! The more you get excited about the various ways they could manifest, the 

more you connect into positive vibrations and the feeling of expectation. From my 

experience this is vital. 

6. Create a lasting impression of your intention and make it personal to your strengths and 

existing passions.  

 

Some examples of how to do this are:- 

Write about them in the most authentic way. It might sound like a management project, or even a 

simple ‘thank you’ letter to yourself 

Draw, paint or make a collage vision board depicting your intention. As a coach and trainer, mine 

have always started as mindmaps on flipchart paper, brought to life in an abstract painting or 

illustration 

Create an audio/visual representation of what you’re aiming for. The most recent one my Husband 

and I have made is on Animoto! 

Create a storyline in your head. Play out the ‘film’ in your mind’s eye. When you have rehearsed it 

enough, walk and talk through it. One of my favourite types of rehearsal, was when I was driving 

long distances. I would imagine I had already received my goals, and then talk to myself about how 

easy it was to manifest. Almost as if I was being interviewed by someone about a great turning point 

in my life. This was a powerful experience to go through – the future acknowledgements of how my 

goals manifested. 

 

The greatest barrier to you achieving the feeling of your intentions is a lack of creativity. The more 

you engage in this process the quicker and easier it is to ‘step into’ a new life for yourself. The more 

you combine each and every one of the above steps, the more ‘fuel’ and positive energy you add to 

creating something unique, fun and worthy of who you are. 
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Activating The Energy Of The Solar Eclipse 

 

Step 1 - As the Solar Eclipse approaches, get yourself into the best mindstate you can muster for 

your intention work. Being at ease, confident and happy has a far stronger pull than ‘pulling’ out of 

fear of it not working. Your mindstate is a crucial determinant of outcome. 

 

Step 2 - At the time of the maximum Solar Eclipse (approximately 18 minutes), take out some time 

to acknowledge the power of the darkness, and then focus your energy to that which you would like 

to pull into your experience. It is important to do this in whatever way works best for you. Some 

people have a recipe for these kinds of events, which involves doing a certain thing at the same time. 

If that gives you a stronger sense of ease and focus, then that will work for you. The most important 

thing is to be at ease. Be in comfort during the moment of you ‘pulling’.  

 

Step 3 - As the Solar Eclipse eases off, and the light begins to return once again, visualise your 

intention as completed, agreed upon and mentally walk away from it. It is vital to let go of it and 

simply let it be. If you are caught in a state of second guessing how your intentions will manifest, you 

are sending out a message that you don’t believe it will happen.  As you continue throughout the 

rest of the day, mentally thank yourself for bringing you the learning and opportunity to manifest 

your greatest good.  
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Moving Beyond These Times 

I see the Solar Eclipse as the start of integration for the Cardinal Grand Cross and Grand Water Trine 

energies. It is taking us to the new start in our journeys. Within this fresh momentum, it could be 

useful to also use the power of the subsequent Full and New Moons to continue your energetic 

upliftment. I see this as the continuation and habit of always letting go of that which no longer 

serves you. Here are the overviews of subsequent free e-books as part of this series. These free e-

books will be released a week ahead of time, for you to have time to assimilate the exercises 

contained within. 
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Free E-Book Part Two – The Full Moon In Scorpio 

And The New Moon In Gemini 

Let go of guilt, shame, anger and resentment! 

This seems like a tall order doesn’t it? We learn guilt, shame, anger and resentment from an early 

age. They are defense mechanisms passed down from parent to child with effective regularity. All of 

the above find their roots in ‘not conforming to the agreed morality/convention’ that we are born 

into. We are conditioned to feel embarrassed or ashamed of our differences to the agreed standard. 

It is then our task of masking our differences, hiding and allowing ourselves secrets. We probably do 

this because we don’t want to offend or embarrass our caregivers/partners and community. In truth, 

any time we don’t’ follow ‘the script’ most people feel  compelled to lie. 

We then spend the rest of our lives, having to maintain the lies that we have told ourselves and 

others. It seems abhorrent to come clean about having lied, because lying is seen as one of the sins 

that we shouldn’t do. We therefore put ourselves into a lying double bind! 

Give yourself a break and recognise all the lies you have ever told and who you have told them to. 

Recognise why you did it and what ‘apparent shame or guilt’ necessitated it in the first place. You 

might be surprised to find that many of the things you lied about could have been avoided if you’d 

have had better communication skills in the first place. It’s not your fault. You worked with what you 

had at the time. But you are a grown up now, and I’m imagining you have a whole new load of 

resources at your disposal. Explore your old lies, and let them go. The more truthful you are, the 

more free you will feel. The more free you are, the less compromised you’ll be in the future. The less 

compromised you’ll be, the less anger and resentment you’ll feel towards others, which will allow 

you to build truly amazing relationships that support your highest good. As you notice your 

relationships to yourself and others improve, you can explore the new social momentum! 

This e-book is accompanied by a free guided meditation MP3 
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Free E-book Part Three – The Full Moon In 

Sagittarius And New Moon In Cancer  

Revisit your beliefs! 

Spend some time considering the beliefs you hold about yourself, others and life. Then look at how 

honest they really are. You’ll often be surprised at how out of date your old beliefs are. Of course, 

your experience is patterned by your beliefs. Change your beliefs and you instantly change your life. 

The more you challenge and change your old beliefs, the more you can grow and expand your 

experience of life. Set belief patterns keep you safe, but close down opportunities to find, see and 

explore new truths. Go beyond the confines of what you were conditioned to believe.  

This is dangerous work because as you realise where your beliefs have kept you ‘in check’, you may 

realise that you have surrounded yourself with people, jobs and lifestyle choices to reflect your old 

beliefs. You may quickly outgrow what you used to believe in. Many people do not progress beyond 

this stage because it seems too dangerous to contemplate! As you allow these Moons to work with 

you, you can re-write your history, your hero’s journey and your future potential! 
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Free E-book Part Four – The Full Moon In 

Capricorn And Putting The Wheels In Motion  

Developing Resilient Strategies 

By looking at your responses to difficult times in the past, you’ll have a great clue as to how you’ll 

approach these the next time they happen. This e-book is about testing your old strategies and 

updating those that no longer fit who you have become. This is a practical integration of The Grand 

Cross and Grand Trine learning. This is the assimilation, turn around and release. 
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Understanding Your Cosmic Coding And Potential 

For those of you that seek to go further and deeper into exploring your energetic potential as 

represented by your birthchart, then please connect with me via louisatannermunson@gmail.com. I 

offer astrological coaching, consultations and change work. I can tailor my work to your unique 

requirements. This is a bespoke service. 

Alternatively, if you want to learn more about astrology itself, then a good place to start would be a 

visit to www.astro.com, where you can set up a free user account and create your own living, 

breathing birthchart. 

 

 

 

“Maybe the journey isn’t so 

much about becoming anything. 

Maybe it’s about un-becoming 

everything that isn’t really you, 

so you can be who you were 

meant to be in the first place”  

Author unknown 
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